Seamless omnichannel experiences
that delight everyone from
your customers to your IT team
We’re in the omnichannel age. But for it to work for everybody, your tech needs to be
seamless. Our research with 1,000 IT professionals and 3,000 customers shows that
ineﬃcient tech is frustrating customers, stressing out IT teams, and leaving service desk
agents to deal with the consequences.
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TOP 3 CONSUMER FRUSTRATIONS

TOP 3 IT PRIORITIES

Long wait
times (52%)

Eﬀectiveness/success of
large scale IT projects (85%)

Time taken to resolve
an issue (28%)

Engagement and retention
of IT staﬀ (85%)

The inability to reach
a human agent (23%)

Eﬀective technology
service delivery (85%)

Focus your people resources
on the most critical issues
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teams and agents to focus their time and energy on
the issues that matter most.

+ Free up IT resources by improving agent
engagement and automating routine service desk
tasks so they can focus on tackling the critical
issues that need a human-to-human approach
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